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Binary relations on a set A are characterized by means of the families of their classes (semi blocks). 
Compatible binary relations are also characterized and corresponding mappings described. After 
these purely algebraic considerations, a class of flou relations are reduced to a class of binary rela
tions and vice versa. Certain compatible flou relations are of importance in rounding mappings 
of computer arithmetic. 

1. Introduction 

There is a great need for tools to handle formally ill-defined objects e.g. in com- · 
puter arithmetic, in social research, in decision processes e.t.c. Fuzzy sets and flou 

' sets (also called partial setE) a:re formal concepts directed for solving some problems 
concerning the handling of iU;.defined objects. Another approach are tolerance 
relations, their generalizations and related mappings. The purpose of this paper 
is to combine these two lines, We start off with considering binary relations and 
show thereafter that these relations serve a simple way to control some fiou binary 
relations and related mappings. An application is the screen and related rounding 
mapping studied in computer arithmetic. 

For fiou sets tb.e reader is referred to the monograph [5] of Negoita and Ralescu 
as well as Klaua's paper [3] and references therein. Screens and rounding mappings 
are considered by Kulisch e.g. in [4]. A simple view in problems of computer arith
metics is given by Ratschek in [7] and Ratschek's article [6] is also of interest for 
getting a. good picture about problems of interval arithmetics. As a model for con
structing binary relations and their classes we have used Ghajda's paper [1] on 
blocks (classes) of binary relations as well as the paper [2] of Chajda, Niederle and 
Zelinka, where one can find ~odels of proofs given in this paper. 
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2. Binary relations 

Let R be a binary relation on a non-empty set A and M:.. and M 1 two subsets 
of A. A pair (M., M 1) cA X A is called a semiblock of R whenever 

(I) 

. (M., M 1)cR; (2) 

if (M., M 1) c (N., N 1) and (N., N 1) c R, thi:m (M., M 1) = (N., N 1). (3) 

We have above substituted M.xMt by the notation (M., M 1). 

Let .It= {(M1., Mit) I iEl}, where I is a set of indices, a non-empty family of 
subsets of (A, A). The family .It is called seminormal, if 

if k E I and Jcl, then (Mks• Mkr)c U {(M1., Mit) lj EJ} 

implies that n {(MJ•• Mit) li EJ}c(Mks• Mkr); (4) 

if (N., N 1) c (A ,A) and (N., N 1) is not contained in 

any pair (M1., Mu) of the family .It then there is a . 

pair (a, b) of elements such that (a, b) E (N., N1) and 

(a, b) is not contained in · any pair of J(. ( 5) 

As shown in [2], when .It is seminormal, one can see that (M1., Mit) ¢(M1., M 1r) 
for -i, j E I, if= j. Similarly, (C/J, C/J)¢ .!/. Theorem 1 of [2] suggests now to prove 

THEOREM 1. Let A be .a non-empty set. Then there e:?Cists a one-to-one correspondence 
between binary relations Ron A and seminormalfamilies .It such that, if R is are

lation on A and .It R is the seminormal family corresponding to R, then (a, b) E R 

if and only if there is a (M1., Mu) E .A R such th~t (a, b) E (M15, Mu). 

Proof. Let R be a binary relation on A and let !l' R = {(L., L 1) I L., L 1 cA and (a, b) E R 

whenever (a, b) E (L., L 1)}. A new family .It R is constructed as follows: .41 R con
tains all pairs of !l' R which are maximal with respect to the set iridusion. The family 
.itR such obtained is denoted as .HR={(M1., Mu) I iEI}. In the following we show 
that ..AR IS seminormal by proving the validity of (4) and (5). 

(4): Let kEf, leland (Mks• Mkr)C::U {(M1., Mj1) ljEJ}. 
On the other hand, let (P., P1)= U {(M1., Mit) I j EJ} and we assume that (P., Pt) ¢ 

¢(Mk., Mkt). Then there exists a pair (a, b) of elements of A such that (a, b) s 
E (P., Pt)"'-._(Mk., Mkt). Let (z, w) E (Mk., Mkt) and so (z, w) E U {(M1., Mit) I j E J} 
whence there is an index n EJ such that (z, w) E (Mn., Mnt). Because (a, b) E (P., Pt)= 

= n {(Mi., Mit) lj EJ}, also (a, b) E (Mns• Mnt)· But then (a, w), (z, b) E R, too, 
and because (z, w) was an arbitrary pair of elements from (Mk., Mk1), (a, w) E R 

for every wE Mkt and (z,b) E R for every z E Mks· In particular, this implies that 
. (Mks, Mkr)U (a, b) E !l'R and so (Mk., Mk1) were not a maximal pair in !l'R, which 
is a contradiction. Hence n {(M1., M 11) l.iEJ}c(Mk., Mkt) and the validity of (4) 
follows. 
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(5): If (N., N1) of (A, A) is not contained in any pair of vltR, then (N •. N1) ¢ 2 R• 
and thus (a, b) e (N., N1) such that (a, b)¢ R. H;ence (a, b) is not contained in any 
pair of .d R• and so (5) holds for .A R· 

Clearly, when .A is a seminormal family, it determines a binary relation R on 
A as follows: 

(a, b) e R<o>there is an ind<:-x i e I in .A such that (a, b) e (M1., M 1t). 

Let .A be a given seminormal family, R the relation determined by .A, and .A R 

the family determined by R above. We will now show that .d=.AR from which 
the asserted one-to-one correspondence of seminormal families and binary relations 
R follows. This will be done by proving that every pair of .A is a maximal pair 
of fER (i.e. a pair of .AR), and conversely. Let us assume that (M,., Mnr) e .A for 
some n e I is not maximal in 2 R• i.e. there is in 2 R a pair (L., L 1) containing pro
perly (Mns• M 111),1 and let (a, b) E (L., L,)"-(M,., M111). Because (L., L1) E 2 R• then 
(a, w), (z, b) E R for every (z, w) E (M118, M,,1). This means that for every (z, w) E 

E (M11., Mn1) there is an index i (zw) in .fl such that (a; w), (z, b) E (M1 (zw) •• M 1 (zw) 1). 

Then, in particular, (M,., Mnr)E U {(Mqzw)s• M; (zw) 1 I (z, w) e(Mns• Mm)}. Because 
AI is seminormal, then n {(M; (zw)., M; (zw) t I (z, w) E (M,., Mnt)} c(Mns• M,lt). But 
(a, b) E (M1 (zw)., M 1 (zw) 1) for every (z, w) E (M,., M .. 1), whence (a, b) belongs to the 
intersection above and thus to (Mns• Mn1), too. This is a contradiction, and hence 
every pair of .A is a maximal pair of 2 R• i.e . .A c .A R· Let us· assume now that 
there were (L., L,) e .A R "-.A. Because .A c.H R• then (L., L,) is not contained in 
anyone of the pairs of .A, and thus there is a pair (a, b) of elements of A such that 
(a, b) E (L., L,) and no-one of the pairs of .A contains (a, b). Thus (a, b)¢= R, whence 
(L., L,) E 2 R and so also (L., L1) ¢ A R• which is a contradiction. Thus .H RcA~ 
too, whence A= .H R· This completes the proof., • 

If R is symmetric, then M 1s = Mtt for . some i E I and then M 15 is a block (see Chajda 
[1]) of R. If R ,is reflexive and symmetric, then A cotains a -r-covering of A (see 
Chajda, Niederle and Zelinka [2]). 

Let .91 =(A, F) be an algebra with the carrier set A and with the set F of fun
damental operations, where the arity of every fe Pis n~l. We say tha.t R is compa
tible with .91, if for every fe F and for every n pairs (a1, b1) E R, j= 1, ... , n, also 
(f(al, ... ,an), f(bl, ... , bn)) E R. 

As expected, the following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 3 in [2]. 
The generalization contains essential new aspects so that we will also present the 
proof which follows the general lines of the corresponding proof in [2]. 

THEOREM 2. Let .91 =(A, F) be an algebra, R a binary relation on A and .It R the 
corresponding seminormal family. R is compatible with .91 if and only if there are two 
algebras f!J 1 =(Bl> G) 'and PA2 =(B2 , G) as follows 

(i) there is a one-to-one correspondence q; : F--~G such that for any positive n 
and for every f E F the operation q;f is n-ary if and only iff is n-ary; 

(ii) there is a one-to-one correspondence x1 : {M1.li E I}--~B1 such that for every 
n-ary operation f E F and for any n + 1 elments M 0., M 1., M 2., ••• , M,. from Jl R 
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the equality pf(x1 (Mt.), ... , X1 (.i\1;,.)) = X1 (Mo.) implies that for any n elements 
ah ... , an E A 'with a1 ~ M 1., where j= 1, ... , n, the element f(a1, ... , ,an) E M 0.; 

(iii) there is a one-to-o,ne correspondence Xz : {M;1Ii E /}---,..B2 such that for every 

n-ary operation f E F and for any n+ 1 elements Mot. M w ... , M 111 from Jt R the 
equality pf (x2 (Mtt), ... , X2 (M111)) = X2 (Mot) implies that for any n elements b1 , ... , 

- ... ,b11 EA with b1 EM1r. wherej=l, ... ,n, the elementf(bl> ... ,bn)EM01 ; 

(iv) the mapping A: Bc-,..B2, where A (xdM1s)) = X2 (Mu) for every i E 1, is an 
isomorphism between r!J 1 and f!J 2 • 

Proof. Let R be compatible with d and JIR the seminormal family corresponding 
to R. Let Mw ... , Mns be n elements from .41 R• al> c1 E M 1., j= 1, ... , n, and f E F 
an n-ary operation. Then there are n sets M 11 from Jt R with elements dJ E M1~> 

j= 1, ... , n, such that (ai, dj) r c1,d1) E R,j= 1, ... , n. According to the compatibility of R, 
(f(at. ... , a11), f(dJ> ... , d,.)), (f(c1, ... , en), /(dl> ... , dn)) E R. Because' the elements a1 

and c1 were choosen arbitrarily from M1., the result above shows that all elements 
f(xt. ... , X11), where x1 E M 1., have the property (f(xh ... , X11), f(d1, ••• , d,.)) eR, and 
thus-are contained in a set Mo. from JIR. Hence we may put {M1.Iiel}= B 1 and 
the mapping x1 is the identical mapping in {M1.1 i E I}. Now the operation pf is 
defined for any feF so that pf(X1 (M1,), ... , X1 (M11s))=x1 (M05) if and only if 
f(al> ... ,an)EMos when a1 eM1s andj=l, ... ,n. _This proves (i) and (ii); (iii) is 
proved analogously. 

According to the one-to-one correspondence between the families { M 1• I i E /} 

and {M11 I i E I} determined by the family Jt R = {(M1., Mu) I i E I} and according 
to the identity mappings x1 : {M1• I i E I}-~-,..B1 and x 2 : {M11 I i E I}--.,..B2, the mapping 
A : r!J c-,..r!J 2 is a one-to-one correspondence. The isomorphism property of A follows 
now from the compatibility of R with d. 

Conversely, let Ci)-(iv) hold for R, (d1, e1) E R for j= 1, ... , n, and let fE F be 
an n-ary operation on d. Because -(d1, e1) e R, (dJ> e1) e (MJ., M 11) for some j e I. 
Let Mos be the set such that q;f(X1 (M1.), ... , Xt (M11s))= X1 (M0.). Now, according 
to the isomorphism A; f11lc-,..f!J 2, the set Mot from (M0., M 01) E JIR has the property: 
pf(xz(Mlt), ... , X2 (Mnt))= X2 (Mot). But then (f(d1 , ... ,dn).f(e1 , ... ,en)) e(Mo., Mot), 
whence (f(dl> ... , dn).f(et> ... , en)) E R, which shows the compatibility of R with d. 
This completes the proof. • 

There is a pair of relations, that can be derived from R, having some interest: 
the symmetric derivations [R.a, R 1a] of R. These relations are obtained from R as 
follows: 

(a, b) E R.a <=>there is an index i E I such that a, bE M 1 •• 

(a, b) E Rta <=>there is an index i E I such that a, bE Mu. 

According to the definitions of R.a and R 1a, they are symmetric relations on A. 
In the following theorem we consider the compatibility of the couple [R5a, R1c~~; 
a_ partial converse is given in Theorem 5. 

THEOREM · 3. Let d =(A, F) be an algebra and R a binary relation on A. If R is com

patible with d, then R.a and Rta are compatible with d, too. 
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Proof. We will show the compatibility of Rsa with d; the compatibility of Rta 
is proved anaiogously. 

Let f E F be an n-ary operation and (ai> b1) E Rsa, j= 1, .. . , n. This means that 
for every j there is a set M1s such that ai> bj E M 18• We can now choose freely an 
element c1 from M 1t, where (M1., M 1r) EAR andj= 1, ... , n. Thus (a1, c.J, (bJ, c1) E R 
for every j, and according to the compatibility of R, also (f(ah ... , an), f(ch ... , cn)), 
(f(b1, •.. , bn), f(cl> ... , cn)) E R. But thenAR contains a pair (M0., Mot) such that 

. f(cl, ... ' Cn) E Mot and f(al, ... 'an), f(b1, ... 'bn) E Mos· But then also (f(ai> ... 'an), 
f(b 1 , •• • , bn) E R.a, from which the compatibility of Rsa follows. • 

3. Flou relations and application 

Let A be a reference set and G, HcA its subsets. A couple [G, H], where GcH 
is called (see [5]) a fiou set (or a partial set, see [3]). Accordingly, we call a couple 
[R1o R2 ] of binary relations on a set A fiou binary relation on A whenever R 1 cR2 • 

A fiou relation [R1o R 2 ] is called symmetric if R 1 and Rz, are symmetric on A. A class 
of symmetric flou relations can be controlled by means of binary relations on A as 
shown below. 

THEOREM 4. There is a one-to-one correspondence between symmetric flou relations 
[Rt> R 2 ] of (6) and binary relations R of (1) on a set A, where 

61 : R 1 cR2 ; 

<>z: R 1 is transitive; 

63 :for every (a, b) E R 2 there is an element c such that (c, c) E R 1 and · 

(c, a), (c, b) E R 2 ; 

64 : a single block of R1 intersects at most one block of R 2 • 

71 : if(a, b) E R then (a, a) E R; 

72 : if(a, a), (b, b), (a, b) E R then (b, a) E R and if 

(a, a), (b, b), (b, a) E R then (a, b) E R; 

73 : if(a, b), (b, a), (b, c), (c, b) E R then (a, c), (c, a) E R; 

74 ; if(a, b), (b, a), (b, d) E R then (a, d) E R. 

(6) 

(7) 

Proof. We will show first that every [R1 , R2 ] of (6) determines a relation R of (7) 
and vice versa. Thereafter we consider a given [R1o R2 ] of (6) and determine by 
means of this a relation R of (7) and from this [R;, R~] of (6). One sees easily that 

- R1 =R; and R 2 =R*, from whiC~ the theorem now follows. 
Let [R1, R 2 ] be a symmetric fiou relation of (6). We define a binary relation R 

on A as follows: 

· (a,b)RE~(a,b)ER2 and (a,a)ER1 • 

R thus defined ha~ the properties of (7) as shown' below. 
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71 : (a, b) E R;;? (a, b) E R 2 and (a, a) E R1.. As shown by Chajda [1], when R 2 

is symmetric, then (a, b) E R 2 implies (a, a), _(b, b) E R 2 • But (a, a) E R 2 and (a, a) E R 1 

imply (a, a) E R. 

7 2 : Let (a, a), (b, b), (a, b) E R. Then (a, b) e R2 and because R 2 is symmetric, 

(b, a) E R 2. Now (b, a) E R 2 and (b, b) E R 1 (because (b, b) E R) imply (b, a) E R. The 

other part is proved similarly. 

73 : Let (a,b),(b,a),(b,c),(c,b)ER. Thus (a,b),(c,b)ER2 and (a,a),(b,b), 

(c, c) E R 1 • Because (a, b) E R 2 , a and b belong to some block B1 of R 2. Because 

(a, a), (b, b) E R 1, a belongs to some and b to another block of R1 • But, in fact, 

a and b belong to a single block of R1., because in the other case R 1 would intersect 

two blpcks of R1.. Similarly we see that b and c are in a single block of R 1 • Thus 

(a, b), (b, c) E R1 and according to the transitivity of R1, also (a, c) E R1 cR2 • This 

combined with (a, a) E R 1 implies (a, c) E R. 

One observes now that (a, b) E R 1 ¢>(a, b), (b, a) E R. Indeed, when (a; b) E 

E R1 cR3 , then (a, a)~ (b, b) E R 1 and thus (a, b), (b, a) E R because of symmetry .. 
of R 2 • When (a, b), (b, a) E R, then (a, b), (b, a) E R 2 and (a, a) E R 1• As in the 

proof of 73 we see that a and b belong to a single block of R1., whence (a, b) E R 1 • 

7 4 : Let (a, b), (b, a), (b, d) E R. This means that (a, b) E R 1 and (b, d) E R2 • Thus 

the block of R 2 containing band d and the block of R 1 containing b intersect, whence 

a anddshould belong to a single block of R2 • Thus (a, d) E R2 , and because(a, a) E R 1, 

·also (a, d) E R. 

Let R be a relation of (7). We define [R1.o R 2 ] by means of R as follows: 

(a, b) E R 2 ¢>there is an element c such that (c, a), (c, b) E R, and 

(a, b) E Rt ¢>(a, b), (b, a) E R. 

It is now, as above, a routine proof to show the symmetry of R 1 and R 2 and the 

validity of (6) for [RI> Rz]. 

Let now [RI> R 2 ] of (6) determine R of (7) and this further [R~, R~]. The de

finitions above show that R1.=R~ ((a, b) E R 1 ¢>(a, b), (b, a) E R ¢>(a, b) E R;) and 

R 2 =R~ ((a, b) E R 2 ¢>there is an element c such that (c, c) E R 1 an<i (c, a), (c, b) E 

E R 2 ¢> (c, a), (c, b) E R ¢>(a, b) E R~). This completes the proof. • 

About the compatibility of R corresponding to [Rr. R 2 ] of (6) oae can prove 

THEOREM 5. Let d=(A, F) be im algebra, [R1 • R 2 ] a symmeteric jlou relation of 

(6) on A, and let R 1 and R 2 be compatible with d. Then the corresponding R of (7) 

is also compatible with d. 

Proof. Letfe Fbe an n-ary ope1ation and (ai> b1) E R,j= I, ... , n. As shown above, 

(ai> b1) E R implies the existence of an element c1 such · that (ci> a1), (c1, b1) E R 2 

and (c1, c1) eR1 , j=l, ... , n. According to the compatibility of R2 and R~> respec

tively, (f(c 1 , ••• , en), f(a 1 , ... , an)), (f(c1, ... , Cn), f(b 1 , ... , b,)) E R2 and (f(cl, ... , en), 

f(ct. ... , c,)) ER1 . Thus (f(a1 , ... , an).f(b1 , ... , b")) E R, and the theorem follows .• 
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4} Kulisch defined a screen S of a complete lattice L as a complete sublattice 
nch that the least elements of L and S, as well as the greatest elements of L 

- ~ S, coincide. The rounding mapping 9J of L ·preserves the operations of L and . 
.; L onto S such that rp (s)=s for every sE S. Thus rp (av b)=rp (a) v rp (b) and 

aA b) = rp(a)Arp(b) for every two elements a,bEL. This means that rp deter~ 

es a reflexive, symmetric and compatible relation R 2 on L as follows: 

(a, b) E R 2 ~a, bEL and rp (a)=rp (b). 

~e scteen determines another symmetric and compatible relation R1 on L with 
• e definition 

(u, s)E R1 ~ u, sE ScL and u=s . 

Thus every block of R1 consists of a single element; this impltes the transtt1Vlty of R1 • 

As easily seen, R1 cR2 , and. because rp (s)=s, a block of R1 intersects at most one 
block of R 2 • Further, when (a, b) E R 2 , rp (a)=rp (b)=c E S, where c=rp (c), whence 
(c, a), (c, b) E R 2 and (c, c) E R1• Thus the couple [R1, R2 ] obtained from a screen 
and the corresponding rounding mapping is a symmetric fiou relation of (6) com
patible with L. By substituting now L by an algebra d=(A, F) and the screen and 
the rounding mapping by a symmetric fiou relation [R1 , Rd of (6) compatible 
with d, one obtains a couple of relations considered by Ratschek in [7] when he 
sketched a model for rouding mappings in computer arithmetic. 
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Relacje binarne, relacje rozmyte blokowe i ich zastosowania 

Relacje binarne na zbiorze A s~ okre8lone za pomoc~ rodzin ich klas (p6lblok6w). W artykule s~ 
r6wnie:i: przedstawione niesprzeczne relacje binarne oraz opisane odpowiednie odwzorowania. Po 
tych rozwai:aniach czysto algebraicznych klasa relacji rozrnytych blokowych jest sprowadzona do 
klasy relacji binarnych i odwrotnie. Niekt6re niesprzeczne relacje rozmyte blok~we maj~ znaczenie 
dla odwzorowan zaokr~glania w arytmety~ maszyn cyfrowych. 
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liHBapHLie coomomeiDIH, palMLITLie 6JIO'IHLie coomomemiH 
B ux npHMeneiDie 

E:HHapm.xe COOTHomeltl(ll aa MHo:acecTBe A onpe.n:emuoTCSi c noMOIJU,IO ceMe.HcTB IlX KJiaccon 
(nony6JIOKOB). B CTaTbe npe.n;ctaBnem.x Taae RenpoTlmope'UIBbie 6unapm.xe cooTnomeRJill n 
omrcam.x cooTBeTCTBYJOIII,lie oto6pa:acem!ll. llocne 3TilX 'JJ!CTO anre6palt<IecKI(X paccy:ac.n:e:mm, 
KJiacc Pa3MbiTbiX 6rrolfin,IX coomomeHldt cno.D:l(Tc.II K Knaccy 6mrapm.IX cooTltomemtil: .a: nao6opoT. 
HeKOTOpbxe HenpoT:HBope'UIBbie pa3MbiTbie 6no'lllbie coomomeltiDI mpaiOT cym:ecTBe~IO poJib 
.D:JIJI otpa>KeHidt npli6n.u:JKeRm.IX Bbl'IlicnemtH: B apn$MeniKe ~4>poBbiX ManmR. 
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